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Italian design can only come from those who live 
and breathe the passion and style for flawless flare.  
A trait only inherited by birth and practice, the eye 
only sees superb mastery through generations of 
watch-makers.  From the fine lines and curves to the 
intricate detail and craftsmanship, Enrico Margaritelli 
shares his family legacy with the world one face at a 
time. 

The CT Scuderia watch matched for the world of 
elite sport-racing. 
Designed by Enrico Margaritelli, the CT Scuderia 
brings to life the visions and ideas procured on the 
drafting boards of visionary designers
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As a third generation Italian watch-maker, 
Enrico Margaritelli’s impressive career includes 
collaborations with Fossil as head designer, as well 
as for Emporio Armani watch collections. Enrico 
comes from a family of passionate watch-makers. 
His biggest inspiration, his grandfather, Ariodante 
Margaritelli, was a dedicated watch-maker in Parma, 
Italy where he created highly technical precision 
watch instruments for the Military during World War 
I and II. 

The clean lines of CT Scuderia were envisioned by 
Enrico’s enthusiasm for experimenting with unusual 
shapes, lines, and patterns. The unique feature of 
the crown and pushers positioned at 12 o’clock 
characterize the watch as a stop-watch. Its generous 
46 mm size case can be separated from the strap to 
be used as a neck watch/stop-watch alone. 
The interchangeable perforated leather strap is the 
same leather utilized in luxury sportscars, hand-
made in Switzerland. The CT Scuderia is of the first 
watch houses to acquire RONDA quartz movement 
3520D, which will be produced in limited quantities 
in 2012. 



▶ Ultra soft-silicon straps are also available interchangeable.

▶ Extra large and reinforced Stainless Steel Buckle

▶ Case back is unique and report Italian Flag enamel colors

▶ Crown & Pushers are always position at 12th o’clock

▶ Case construction is a piece of Hand Made Industrial Art: 6 o’clock horns are apply by screws     
   and different than the one use at 12th o’clock as must be go around the pushers and the crown.
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